THE

GREAT AWAKENING
is a vast, immersive performance experience that helps participants
explore the profound transition happening on planet Earth.

A

n old, fear-ridden and corrupt society
is ending, and a new, enlightened one
is being born. This transition is happening
right now, worldwide on a massive scale.
Our aim is that our audience experience
the essence of this transition by exposing
the long, dark shadows of the old world,
creating awareness, clarity and healing, and
revealing the empowering ways individuals
and communities are evolving beyond old,
isolationist paradigms into a harmonious
New Earth.
The show straddles and embodies this
profound shift, introducing participants
intensely to the “matrix” of our current
society (programming and control
structures), shining light on the truth of our
existence, and modeling a new, co-creative
way forward to those who feel the call.
The performance will be fun, sexy,
adventurous, chaotic, poetic—and
potentially, very triggering, healing

and transformative. Our hope is that
by creating an environment in which
people can directly experience the
false controls of our old society and
the vital, natural Oneness of the new,
participants will be opened and awakened
to the truths explored. Immersive theater
is the ideal medium to experience all sides
of this transition—from the controversial
and controlled to the epic, free and cocreative—as by coming together, revealing
the darkness, and stepping together into
the light, we can emerge more as One.
Our aim is to open the Great Awakening
in Los Angeles in Spring/Summer 2020.
We project 250 people through the
experience each night; approx. 7,500-8,000
per month; and 100,000 per year. Our aim
is massive, catalytic change, with hundreds
of thousands of people exposed to the
experience in LA and, ultimately, around
the world.

COLLABORATORS
AND CO-CREATORS

For the piece most effectively to represent and serve the
powerful transition we are experiencing here on Earth, we seek
a knowledgeable, awake and connected corps of advisors and
co-creators to support the piece in the following ways:
• Artists and Co-Creators. In Summer
2019, we will begin working with artists in
Los Angeles to form the core nucleus of
the piece. We are looking for artists who
share our mission to awaken society, and
who have experience with awakening
themselves. We also need experienced
production people, technicians, set and
concept designers and others who will
help in detail to budget and then design
the vast architecture of the piece.
• Content advisors. To complete the
script and design of the experience, we
need individuals with deep knowledge
in the themes presented to help us
create extremely clear and accurate
content for the piece. Scenes range from
portraying the control structures of the
current matrix (financial powers, shadow
governments, suppression of scientific
discoveries and healing modalities,
etc.), to the transition to a “New Earth”
society, to envisioning the facets of that
society (family and community structures,
work and value exchange, health and
health care, disclosure, etc.), and more.

• Network advisors. We are also actively
seeking advisors and connectors
throughout LA, the worldwide awakening
community, the immersive experience
community, and beyond to help us
connect with knowledgeable and
talented people who should be involved
in co-creating this experience.
• Community. Broadly, we seek to create
and grow a community of like-minded
partners who see the immense value in
creating a powerful, clear and beautiful
experience that can support the
transition unfolding on the planet and
the awakening of thousands of audience
members.

We look forward to sharing more about the piece, and
engaging together in its co-creation!
Stephen@greatawakening.co to connect.

